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Decision-makers often face risk, uncertainty or ambiguity in the decision-making
process that may lead them to cognitive illusions1 or systematic errors2. Risk,
uncertainty and ambiguity are employed in investment choices that vary from one
another. Risk relates to unknown outcomes and known probability distributions
whereas, uncertainty is involved in unknown outcomes and probability distributions.
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Ambiguity is characterized as perceived insuﬃciency of information regarding an
uncertain context and it only appears when there is a lack of information3.
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Risk avoidance, ambiguity avoidance and uncertainty avoidance are among the key
factors relating to handling risk, ambiguity and uncertainty4. The levels of responses to
risk, uncertainty and ambiguity also vary from individual to individual. Investors, in
general, respond to uncertain situations rather than simply ignore them5.
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There are a large number of studies on personal characteristics such as gender, age,
marital status, educational levels and ﬁnancial knowledge aﬀecting decision making.
Researchers conducted a new study in which they hypothesized the facts. They wanted
to develop the scales of risk avoidance, ambiguity avoidance and uncertainty
avoidance and investigate the relationships between Risk avoidance, ambiguity
avoidance and uncertainty avoidance and demographics and investment choices6.
For this purpose they hypothesized that; Females investors and single investors are
more likely to avoid risk, uncertainty and ambiguity than males investors and married
investors respectively. Avoidance of risk, uncertainty and ambiguity increases when
age, education, participation in investment courses increases.
The key ﬁndings of this study showed that Investors were most likely to avoid
uncertainty followed by avoiding ambiguity and then avoid risk. Female investors were
more likely to avoid risk, ambiguity and uncertainty than male investors. The more
participation in investment courses, the higher avoidance of risk, ambiguity and
uncertainty and the more the safer investments were chosen.
Investors who were prone to risk, ambiguity, uncertainty-avoiding were more likely to
choose a safe investment. The results also met the objectives of this study: developed
the scales of avoidance of risk, ambiguity and uncertainty, explored the strong eﬀects
of avoidance of risk, ambiguity and uncertainty on investment choices, even after
gender, age, marital status, education and investment courses were added. The crux of
the matter is these distinctive scales of avoidance of risk, ambiguity and uncertainty can
be a useful source for researchers.
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